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Let’s take a look at what’s in our toolbox and see how it compares  
to your current system or one you’re considering.

1 Additional fees may apply.
2 The CLINITEK Status® Connect System3 is required to transfer urinalysis results data to EMA.
3 2020 Excellence in Customer Service Award: Technology of the Year. Annual 2020 Customer Sales and Service World Awards® | Best Use of Technology in Customer Service (Gold Winner). 

Considerations for Your Practice1
(Your Vendor)

Ease of Documentation
Urologists can create custom protocols and dictate notes to help save time—reducing the need to 
prepare charts prior to patient visits. 

Built-in Medical Coding
Our EHR, EMA®, auto-suggests ICD-10 and E/M codes based on your clinical documentation— 
without any translations, lookups or extra logins. 

Built-in Practice Management System 
Our Practice Management system makes it easy to track wait times, schedule appointments and 
manage documents and claims. There are no extra logins—even for the clearinghouse. 

Payment Processing
Our solution provides multiple patient payment options (even HSA/FSA cards). Payments post 
directly to our Practice Management system. 

 

Built-In Premium Analytics 
Uses structured data to surface insights across your business, including in-depth financial and 
staff productivity metrics — without extra logins. 

Connections
Our software interfaces with over 60 systems, including Siemens Healthineers CLINITEK Status®+ 
Analyzer with CLINITEK Status® Connect System2  

True Cloud Platform
Our EHR backs up data and syncs it in real-time across multiple rooms and locations, helping to 
improve scalability.   

Professional Services & Implementation
Our people and technology come together to provide multiple levels of client onboarding and 
award-winning3 support. Our team consists of educators, client advisors, coaches and specialists.

Patient Engagement Suite
Patients can schedule appointments, update their information, attend video visits, pay bills and supply 
valuable feedback—from almost anywhere they have an internet connection. 

Prescription Price Transparency
EMA shows eligibility, benefits and formulary information, and attaches available coupons. GoodRX 
allows for additional price comparisons. 
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Automated MIPS Tracking
Track MIPS data within the clinical flow of the exam, report your MIPS data through the Modernizing 
Medicine® Qualified Registry and participate with our specialized registries.

Registry Reporting 

The Modernizing Medicine registry supports submission of MIPS Quality, Promoting Interoperability, 
and Improvement Activity data. 

Lab Partners
EMA interfaces with over 200 pathology labs, as well as two major clinical labs. This allows you to 
send orders directly to the lab and receive electronic results, which can help save time and reduce 
manual data entry.

Population Health
EMA solutions make it easier to identify at-risk patients, manage those with specific conditions 
and make data-driven decisions.

1 Additional fees may apply.


